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What I am about to say will make all doctors reconsider whether
they will remain in the profession or look for a different one. It will
also irrevocably change the way doctors practice medicine and how
people in the general population view medicine. More importantly,
it will forever alter the relationship between medicine and society.
And last, it will change the profession and society in ways that we
can scarcely fathom but that will greatly reduce the profession’s
footprint and influence and greatly increase individual and general
wellbeing.
Since the dawn of civilization medicine has been inextricably linked
with politics and has served power in noble and insidious ways to
accomplish the hidden goals of the fundamental laws of civilization
building, laws that have never been written down and constitute not
only the most precious knowledge but also the deepest and most
closely guarded secret of the highest echelon of power.
The four laws of civilization building are:
1. That you have to limit the quantity of life to improve the quality
and you must do it selectively to aid and accelerate the process
of natural selection and improve the intelligence and genetic
makeup of the stock.
2. That you have to slow down population growth to remain
within the technical ability of society to produce food and build
infrastructure and you have to do it by any means necessary
because failing to do it will have only negative consequences.
3. That once you get close to the planet’s carrying capacity you
have to stabilize the population in perpetuity and stabilize it at
a level that is sustainable for any given planet, so the planet’s
life support systems are not damaged in which case intelligent
life would unintelligently sow the seed of its own destruction.
4. That once a state of harmony is reached between civilization
and nature all subsequent progress depends on society’s ability
to reduce the number of people in direct but inverse proportion
with the per capita increase in the consumption of resources
and that this reduction has to be accomplished with everyone’s
free and conscious collaboration.In other words, the more
technologically advanced our civilization becomes the fewer
people can be accommodated on planet earth and all people
must contribute to mankind’s reduction in numbers to enable
mankind’s ascension in level of civilization.
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These laws of civilization building have to my knowledge never been
written down. They have never been written down for the obvious
reason that it is the only way to keep them secret and pursue them
in secret. They are the Holy Grail of organized religion and of their
secular progeny, the United Nations, as well as of the highest level
of government in almost every country on earth.
Time line
The first part of the first law, namely that you have to limit the
quantity of human life to improve the quality, was conceived around
3000 BC in Egypt and recreated by me in 2012. The second part of
the first law, namely that you must aid and accelerate the process of
natural selection through social selection to improve the intelligence
and genetic makeup of the stock, was conceived around 1000 AD in
Europe, Asia and the Americas, and recreated by me in 2014, but was
practiced unconsciously throughout the world and across cultures
through infanticide, ritual murder, human sacrifice, cannibalism
and headhunting.
By its first part, namely that you have to limit the quantity of human
life to improve the quality, this law gave rise to the great civilizations
of Egypt, India and China. And by its second part, namely that you
must aid and accelerate the process of natural selection through
social selection to improve the intelligence and genetic makeup of
the stock, it shaped all civilizations.
The second law, namely that you have to slow down population
growth to remain within the technical ability of society to produce
food and build infrastructure, was conceived around 1400 AD at
the Vatican, and recreated by me in 2015. It gave rise to modern
Europe in three steps: the Renaissance, the Enlightenment and the
Industrial Revolution.
The third law, namely that once you get close to the planet’s carrying
capacity you have to stabilize the population in perpetuity and
stabilize it at a level that is sustainable for any given planet, was
conceived around 2000 at the UN, and recreated by me in 2016. It
gave rise to the Brundtland Report, the Millennium Development
Goals and more recently to the Sustainable Development Goals.
And the fourth law, namely that once a state of harmony is reached
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between civilization and nature all subsequent progress depends
on society’s ability to reduce the number of people in direct but
inverse proportion with the per capita increase in the consumption
of resources, was conceived by me this year, 2017. It will give rise
to a New Axial Age, a Planetary Wellbeing Authority and a new
socio-political model that I have tentatively called naturocracy.
The Role of Medicine
You are undoubtedly asking “what does medicine have to do with
this”? Everything! Doctors, consciously and unconsciously, have
always served religious and secular authorities in the accomplishment
of the unwritten laws of civilization building.
Shamans or witchdoctors, who were the first doctors and priests
all in one, and who predate all organized religions and certainly all
organized medicine going back as far as the Upper Paleolithic era
to c. 30,000 BC (before Christ) or BCE (before common era), are
the first controllers of human life on the planet, both in terms of
behavior and numbers.
They assumed the roles crucial to civilization building and
monopolized those functions: namely healing individuals and
communities, leading a sacrifice, preserving the tradition, guiding
souls, fortune telling, and resource conservation. They monopolized
those roles by keeping secret the knowledge of medicinal plants and
herbal treatments; by making the training of the next generation of
shamans lengthy and dependent on mythologies, rituals and symbols
and by controlling the training and the rituals, mythologies and
symbols; by claiming to possess exclusive powers such as the power
to communicate with spirits and to enter the supernatural world to
search for answers; by deciding who inherits the role of shaman,
which more often than not was passed down from father to son;
and by restricting hunting and fishing to prevent resource depletion.
Doctors have maintained some of those monopolies to this day by
patenting drugs and having exclusive rights to prescribe them and
to decide on treatment methods and restrictions, by strictly limiting
the number of doctors and retaining sole control over the profession
through self-regulating medical associations, by excluding alternative
medicine from the market, by defining what constitutes an illness
and therefore deciding who is sick and who is healthy, by having
the last word on who is helped to live and who is left to die, and by
their involvement in subverting fertility and longevity to stabilize
the population and prevent competition for resources and resource
depletion.
Methods for First Law
Shamans have applied the first law of civilization building, namely
limiting the quantity of life to preserve the quality, by deciding when
to leave the old behind to die rather than carry them along and when
to kill babies that were not normal, healthy or strong enough to be
allowed to live. They have thus pared life at both ends, birth and
death, to keep the tribe within the available resources. They did this,
of course, forced by dire circumstances for bare survival and not as
a proactive and conscious way to make life better and certainly not
with the aim of improving the genetic stock. Nevertheless this is the
humble origin of the first law of civilization building.
In time the profession of the shaman split in two and doctors and
priests have since shared the rights and responsibilities of civilization
building that were once fulfilled solely by the shaman. Priests and
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doctors have been partners in population control ever since this
split occurred; a split that took place at various times depending
on place and culture.
Priests took over the role of leading a sacrifice, preserving the
tradition, guiding souls, and fortune telling or divination, while
doctors took over the role of healing disease and of deciding who is
helped to live and who is left to die. The role of controlling population
for resource conservation has been shared equally by doctors and
priests ever since the split took place and this continues to be the
case to this day. What has changed over time is that knowledge
of and the decision making power to keep the population within
resources has been transferred to the highest echelons of power of
doctors and priests and the common doctors and priests have ever
since been clueless that they serve a population control purpose and
how they serve this hidden purpose until I came along.
As human societies grew larger and more complex the need to
control population growth to stay within the available resources
became increasingly more important and the nobility was brought
onboard to form a population control trinity with doctors and priests.
Political authorities have since provided legal cover to doctors and
priests so they can commit genocide for population control purposes.
Methods for Second Law
The second law of civilization building, namely that you have
to slow down population growth to remain within the technical
ability of society to produce food and build infrastructure, was
born at a time in our history when societies were already stratified
into social classes and specialized and a good proportion of the
population depended on others for food production. It was born
from the understanding that it is best to preempt famine and war
by preventing the population from outgrowing resources, which
invariably happens within two generations, because in a natural
state of population growth where fertility is unimpeded by social or
chemical means the population doubles every 20 years. To double
the arable land and the infrastructure to keep pace with the doubling
of the population at a time when everything was done by hand was
not always possible, which is why slowing down population growth
became necessary.
Ever since, the Vatican and the European nobility along with the
highest echelon of the medical profession have been partners in
genocide and became partners in genocide to escape the vicious cycle
of famine and war, which was brought about by resource scarcity
due to population growth. War destroys people and infrastructure.
Population control, however, destroys only people but preserves
infrastructure and thus does not set back civilization. As horrible
as controlling population growth through genocide is it is certainly
an improvement over famine and war and an indispensable tool of
civilization building.
The institutions of marriage and monasticism, and the practice of
witch burning by the Inquisition were methods of social engineering
used to slow down population growth and to balance the number
of men and women in society, which was particularly important in
a society where women could not own property and monogamy
was enshrined in law. But these were not enough to halt population
growth, it only slowed it down, and every second generation famine
and war ensued, trapping humanity in a vicious cycle. To escape
this vicious cycle a way had to be found to get ahead of the curve
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demographically and biological warfare was added to the arsenal of
population control methods, which is why the bubonic plague was
spread every 40 to 60 years to trim back the population by a third
and thus bring it back within resources.

forced widows to throw themselves on their husband’s funeral pyre
so the rest of the community would not have to care for them once
their husbands died. Hindus therefore practiced population control
through social exclusion and self-immolation.

The problem with war is that it kills only males and then you are
left with an excess of females that would have to somehow be cared
for outside the institution of marriage since there were not enough
husbands to go around in the aftermath of war. Pestilence kills both
sexes in equal measure and spares the infrastructure. Moreover it
costs nothing. It is therefore a much cheaper and more effective way
to combat population growth. It is also a great way to concentrate
land, property and wealth into fewer hands and thus to suddenly
raise the standard of living.

Men, however weak, can challenge other men, however strong, but
no man can challenge God. If it is God’s will it cannot be challenged.
It can only be obeyed. That is why the laws of civilization building
and the genocide and crimes against humanity they imply have
always been hidden behind God.

Every strategy for population control has always been hidden
behind God.
Take the institution of monasticism, for instance. By persuading
a large proportion of the population that celibacy is a necessary
precondition of service to God and far more desirable than marriage,
family life and child-bearing, and by enshrining the desirability of
abstinence, obedience, humility and poverty in canon law, the Church
found a rather elegant way to prevent millions of men and women
from making use of their reproductive organs and from exercising
their God-given reproductive rights thus effectively suppressing
population growth to a significant degree.
The institution of marriage too was created to limit childbearing to
married couples only. And any children born out of wedlock were
considered an offense to God and more often than not drowned
shortly after birth.
And the burning of women and heretics by the Inquisition was also
justified as divine punishment for offences committed against God.
All other cultures also hid their population control methods behind
God.
Pre-Columbian civilizations used human ritual sacrifice of horrendous
proportions to keep or bring the population back within the available
resources, which is why their civilizations flourished. And in the
process they picked the weakest among them to sacrifice therefore
aiding the process of natural selection. They hid their intent behind
God so that no man could challenge them. All human sacrifices were
justified as offerings to the gods to either incur divine favor or avoid
divine retribution. But the reality is that pre-Columbian civilizations
practiced population control through mass murder.
Islamic societies castrated huge numbers of men and stuck women
in harems to be guarded by eunuchs and remain childless and sex
starved for the remainder of their lives. Islam also turned society
into a cloister for women by restricting their movement and covering
their bodies at all times so as not to entice men. Islam therefore
practiced population control through the castration of males and
the isolation of women.
And Hindus relegated a good proportion of the population to
untouchable status, thus the lowest social caste to condemn them
to extreme poverty and death as soon as famine struck and in this
fashion relieve material pressures on the rest of society. They also
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This too has its roots in shamanism. Shamans used their privileged
positions and their purported ability to communicate with spirits
to alleviate unrest and settle difficult issues in the community that
could not be settled through consensus or through the authority of
the chieftain. That is why a shaman’s decision, which was made
after conferring with the spirits or gods, could not be challenged by
anyone and could only be obeyed blindly.
The blind obedience demanded by religious leaders has always
been rooted in the need to hide their role in controlling population
growth and not just the behavior of people.
When the profession of the shaman split into that of priests and
doctors the authority to settle disputes through the intercession
of divine forces passed onto the priest. From that moment on the
oracle, who was a high priest, did what the shaman did in the past.
Decisions that would send countless people to war or to their death
so the balance between people and resources could be restored
became the purview of the high priest.
To this day and across cultures the parameters for population control
are set by the high priests, thus by religious leaders, while the
methodology of population control is devised and applied by doctors.
And political leaders give them the legal and political cover they
need to get away with crimes against humanity and genocide. And
the paradox is that this is done for benevolent reasons because
someone has to play God in human societies and keep life and death
in balance just as God does in nature. Society is after all an artificial
construct entirely of man’s making and therefore entirely out of
God’s hands. And if someone does not take up this role societies
invariably collapse.
Methods for Third Law
Let us now look at the methods of population control used to fulfill
the objectives of the third law of civilization building, which states
that once you get close to the planet’s carrying capacity you have to
stabilize the population in perpetuity and stabilize it at a level that is
sustainable for any given planet, so the planet’s life support systems
are not damaged in which case intelligent life would unintelligently
sow the seed of its own destruction.
With the secularization of society and the institutionalization of
the population control program in the hands of the United Nations
and its agencies at the international level and Ministries of Health
at the national level, the justification for committing genocide and
crimes against humanity to control population growth is no longer
to appease the gods by incurring divine favor or avoiding divine
retribution, but preventing nuclear war and more recently preventing
environmental destruction.
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From 1945 to 1990 nuclear deterrence was the front behind which
population control hid. Once the Soviet Union fell apart, however,
nuclear deterrence was no longer a viable front for population control.
Nations were encouraged to poison their people into sterility and
mortality to prevent resource scarcity and thus preempt war, which
this time would have been nuclear and therefore catastrophic. The
threat of nuclear annihilation may have been entirely manufactured
by deep state collaboration between the US and the Soviet Union.
There is plenty of evidence to suggest that.
From 1990 and until today the new justification is sustainability.
Global warming or climate change is the new front behind which
the depopulation genocide operates. Nations are now encouraged to
poison their own people to prevent environmental destruction. The
threat of global warming is certainly exaggerated and perhaps even
a complete fiction invented to coerce nations to poison their own
people into sterility and mortality because the world cannot survive
the next doubling from 7 to 14 billion, which absent population
control would happen in 20 to 30 years.
The ethical parameters for population control from 1945, when the
UN was created, and until last year were set by the Vatican in its
encyclical letter Humanae Vitae (Of Human Life), subtitledOn the
Regulation of Birth, issued by Pope Paul VI in 1968, but based on
a decision made by Pope Pius XII who reigned from 1939 to 1958,
the time when the UN was founded.
The Vatican created a loophole for secular authorities to subvert
human fertility so as to prevent the moment of conception and in
this fashion limit the number of births. This loophole is expressed
in paragraph 15 of the encyclical letter Humanae Vitae under the
heading “Lawful Therapeutic Means”, which says:
“On the other hand, the Church does not consider at all illicit the
use of those therapeutic means necessary to cure bodily diseases,
even if a foreseeable impediment to procreation should result there
from – provided such impediment is not directly intended for any
motive whatsoever.”
In other words the Church allows the sterilization of the population
so long as it is done in the process of curing disease. Conscious of
the fact that population growth needs to be stopped but unwilling
to change its prohibition on the use of contraceptives, which would
have enabled governments to legislate limits to family size, the
Church allowed governments to involuntarily sterilize the people
while healing them of disease.
Ever since, the population control program hides behind medicine
and public health. This opened the gates of hell and made medicine
and public health the handmaidens of genocide.
By barring doctors from interfering with life once the moment of
conception has taken place, the priests have tied the hands of medicine
and have forced doctors to concentrate their efforts on preventing the
moment of conception from taking place, which is why westerners,
and in the meantime much of the world, are being poisoned since 1945
with endocrine disruptors that are inserted in water, food, beverages
and dental as well as cosmetic products so as to turn the basic elements
of life into weapons of mass sterility and mass morbidity and in
this fashion bring the number of births and the number of deaths in
equilibrium, which results in a stable population.
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To date more than 300 endocrine disruptors / depopulation poisons
have been identified by the European Chemicals Agency (ECHA)
alone and placed on a list of substances of very high concern to be
phased out. They are everywhere: in food stabilizers, taste enhancers,
preservatives, colorants, clothing, pharmaceuticals, plasticizers,
insecticides, pesticides, herbicides, larvicides, fire retardants,
adhesives, sealants, detergents, wetting agents, emulsifiers, foaming
agents, carpets, stain repellents, polishes, paints, and even in toys.
To stay within the constraints of the Church, secular authorities
unleashed the sterilizing power of fluoride under the pretext of
combatting tooth decay and used false research and corrupt doctors
to do so. Vaccines laced with the HCG hormone (human chorionic
gonadotropin) are used under the false pretext of purportedly
immunizing the populace against tetanus, pneumonia, and even the
flu. GMOs imbued with sterilizing and carcinogenic glyphosates are
pandered as the solution to vitamin deficiencies and world hunger.
And a slew of psychotropic drugs, as well as statin medications
and analgesics, designed to damage mitochondria so as to shorten
lives, are pushed by Big Pharma on billions around the world for
real and invented ailments.
The war on fertility and longevity fought for population control
purposes by covert chemical and biological means and known
euphemistically by the system as the demographic transition (the
transition from high birth and death rates to low birth and death
rates) has caused the epidemiologic transition, the transition from
infectious to chronic diseases. This is the most significant medical
discovery of this century and it is mine.
From 1945 until today, population growth has been controlled by
undermining human fertility and to a lesser extent longevity by covert
chemical and biological means. And medicine has been central to this
hidden war on the human reproductive and immune systems. While
modern medicine has spared us from war, the plague, monasticism,
and mass burnings, it has caused all the modern illnesses we now
suffer and die from: cancers, cardiovascular diseases, diabetes,
obesity, neurodegenerative illnesses, immunodeficiency illnesses,
developmental illnesses, and in the process has undermined the
genetic and intellectual endowment of man.
What worked for the developed world, however, is not working for
the developing world because it lacks the infrastructure, money,
urbanization, political will and perversity necessary for depopulation
by covert chemical poisoning. New methods have been devised to
halt population growth in the developing world.
The World Health Organization’s Global Technical Strategy for
Malaria 2016-2030 is the latest covert depopulation strategy devised
by the UN system to force the total fertility rates of the last remaining
growing countries down to replacement level under the cover of,
and while at the same time, combating malaria. The chemical and
pharmacological arsenal used to combat malaria and subvert fertility
by chemoprophylaxis and vector control under the direction of the
WHO poses great risks to health and even greater risks to society
as it is aimed at stabilizing the still growing populations of the
Americas, Eastern Mediterranean, Asia Pacific and Africa through
involuntary and mass sterilization. The WHO Guidelines include
prevention through vector control and treatment with antimalarials
in a four-pronged approach:
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Artemisinin-based Combination Therapy (ACT)
Indoor Residual Spraying (IRS)
Long-Lasting Insecticide-treated Net (LLIN)
Integrated Vector Management (IVM)

All four components deliberately use chemical and pharmacological
compounds that are known ant fertility agents.
Every pandemic and epidemic since 1945, including the HIV/AIDS
epidemic, has been caused or exacerbated by the depopulation lobby
to be used as an opportunity for population control, which is why
they have proliferated like mushrooms after the rain at a time when
more money is invested in public health than at any other time in
history, which should have resulted in fewer not more epidemics.
And this is especially true of the four “Public Health Emergencies of
International Concern” (PHEIC for short) declared by Dr. Margaret
Chan, the last Director-General of the WHO: the H1N1 flu virus
(Swine Flu) that started in Mexico in 2009; the purportedly resurgent
polio “extraordinary event” that started in Pakistan, Cameroon and
Syria in 2014; the Ebola outbreak that started in West Africa also in
2014; and the Zika epidemic that started in Brazil in 2016.
Each of these manufactured crises has pursued multiple objectives,
some legitimate and others illegitimate. What they have in common
is that they are all based on no evidence about the clinical features,
epidemiology and virology of reported but unconfirmed cases. In
other words they are based on nothing. What they also have in
common is that they have created opportunities for interventions
of a classified nature by allowing the authorities to have physical
contact with people year after year, which is particularly valuable
for countries without cohesive and well developed infrastructure and
where people, as a result, cannot be poisoned into sterility from afar
by the state, as the West has done through water, salt, milk or dental
fluoridation and through the adulteration of food and beverages with
hundreds of endocrine disruptors.
Physical proximity to individuals allows the state to get close
enough to its citizens for long enough to involuntarily sterilize and/
or prematurely and slowly kill them selectively, as the need may be.
So long as population control is pursued in secret by the highest
authorities rather than openly by the people themselves, periodic mass
killings will be necessary to compensate for the incomplete success
of the more humane methods of population control now in place,
be they social –such as delayed marriage and the incorporation of
women in the workforce; economic –such as delayed employment
and the suppression of wages; legal –such as draconian laws that
criminalize poverty and formerly acceptable social behaviors;
chemical –such as the adulteration of the basic elements of life with
endocrine disruptors; or pharmacological –such as the tetanus toxoid
vaccines laced with sterilizing HCG antigens or the malaria drug
Artemisinin which is a known sterilizant since antiquity.
The HIV/AIDS pandemic that has been ravaging Africa for the past
thirty years is one such man-made mass killing event in the same
tradition as the bubonic plague and the 1918 Spanish flu. Its main
purpose was to increase death in a region where methods of birth
prevention could not be implemented due to lack of political will
and infrastructure. In the absence of low fertility to halt population
growth high mortality would have to do the job. Its secondary purpose
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was to alter the sexual behavior of peoples and cultures that have
not devised religious or social prescriptions to limit childbearing to
marriage only and that due to sexual promiscuity have fertility rates
that are environmentally unsustainable and economically undesirable.
The fear of infection, it was hoped, would force Africans to wear
condoms and in so doing unwanted pregnancies would be prevented.
The Ebola outbreak in West Africa, which is another man-made
pandemic, targets a region of the world that has the highest fertility
rates and where the population grows at a whopping 4% annual
rate. The fear of infection and the fear of dying from Ebola allows
the depopulation lobby to use the newly created Ebola vaccine to
purportedly immunize all males and females of childbearing age
while at the same time sterilize them.
The fourth and latest ‘public health emergency of international
concern’ (PHEIC), declared by the WHO on 1 February 2016, the
Zika epidemic in Brazil, is one of a kind, as it was not planned.
Its primary and desperate objective is to prevent the world from
discovering the true culprit for the increase inmicrocephaly in
Brazil, namely the larvicide Pyriproxyfen, which has been dumped
in the drinking water in the north-west of Brazil, and is a chemical
of extraordinary importance to the UN system because it is a vital
component of covert sterilization to the WHO’s Global Technical
Strategy (GTS) for Malaria 2016-2030.
The Zika virus and the Aedesaegypti mosquito serve as scapegoats
for microcephaly and allow governments in the region and the UN
to capitalize on the fear and confusion generated by this unintended
crisis to accomplish much-needed environmental, demographic and
legislative objectives.
The Ministry of Health and the WHO know that Pyroproxyfen is
teratogenic and causes malformations in young mosquitoes that prevent
the development of adult insect characteristics and of reproductive
organs to stop the proliferation of the Aedesaegyptimosquito. But
neither the Ministry of Health nor the UN is about to recognize that
the damage done to mosquito development from larva to pupa to
adult by Pyroproxyfen is also done to humans in their development
from zygote to embryo to foetus.
They are not about to admit it because Pyroproxyfen, a known
sterilizant, is crucial tothe population control agenda and 300,000
Pyroproxyfen-coated bed nets hang in every hut and over every
bed of the UN Millennium Villages Project. They are not about
to admit it because this chemical and the bed nets coated with it
are manufactured by Sumimoto Chemicals, a strategic partner of
Monsanto, the death company par excellence and the corporate pivot
of the depopulation lobby, and because it is known that the longevity
and survival rates of organisms treated with Pyroproxyfen are shorter
and have significantly fewer progeny just as it is known that male
flies sterilized with Pyroproxyfen can transfer their sterility to females
by sexual intercourse, according to Sumimoto Laboratory’s own
research and the same effect can be inferred for humans.
They will not admit it because a billion bed nets manufactured by
Vestergaard and subsidized with UN funds are coated with a similar
poison, Deltamethrin, which is a known neurotoxin and endocrine
disruptor and listed as such by the EPA, as well as a known suppresser
of spermatogenesis, but that nevertheless cover the beds of just
as many families throughout the developing world. They will not
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admit it because the WHO mandates the use of these sterilizing,
mutagenic and carcinogenic pyrethroid-based LLINs (long-lasting
insecticidal nets) in its 2012 Global Plan for Insecticide Resistance
Management in Malaria Vectors.

All human and financial resources are currently used to survive the
last stage of the demographic transition in the developed world and
to advance the developing past the middle stage of the demographic
transition.

It is a lot more convenient to blame Zika then to assume responsibility
for causing congenital malformations to an entire generation of
children in the process of sterilizing them and their parents on the
sly, especially when this poor excuse can be milked for all its worth
to accomplish other hidden goals.

And since I exposed their covert chemical methods of depopulation
our governments and the UN system are attempting to replace
them with covert biological methods of depopulation, namely
vaccines, which is why they are being mandated and forced on
anyone throughout life and for a growing list of maladies.

That health authority’s use fear of Zika to combat population growth
is fairly obvious despite great efforts to conceal this objective. Equally
obvious is why Brazil singled out the northeast of the country to
launch a chemical attack on human fertility.

The latest generation of vaccines tampers with the genetic modulation
of apoptosis (“the ability of cells to kill themselves by activating
an intrinsic cell suicide program when they are no longer needed
or become seriously damaged”) thus disrupting or deleting genes
crucial to spermatogenesis by depriving them of gonadotrophin and
testosterone, hormones that are crucial to normal sexual development
and reproductive function. Scarcity of these hormones results in
infertility through accelerated germ cell apoptosis.

The national total fertility rate of Brazil is safely below replacement
level but national statistics fail to reveal regional differences. And
Brazil’s regional differences are significant. The northeast, which
has the poorest and the brownest (62.5%) people in the country, also
has significantly higher fertility rates than the rest of the country,
approximately 2.4 children per woman compared to only 1.6 in the
south where the population is 75% white. It is also the primary source
of migrants for the Amazon region and the Brazilian government has
pledged to stop and reverse the deforestation of the Amazon Basin.
The fear of Zika and the use of sterilizing chemicals in water
(larvicide Pyroproxyfen) and air (fumigant Malathion) to presumably
act as vector control for the Zika-carrying Aedesaegypti mosquito
allow the Brazilian government to level the fertility scale between
the south and the north.
To deny ulterior motive, the UN system and governments around
the world, with the tacit support and implicit collusion of Church
leaders, hide their attacks on fertility under the cover of plausible
deniability. This cover is sustained by perverting science, falsifying
research, abusing medicine, coopting the judiciary and legislative
branches of government, controlling the message, censoring the
media, corrupting state and international institutions, prostituting the
faith, encouraging ignorance, promoting secrecy, compartmentalizing
knowledge, violating the rule of law, and circumventing democratic
checks and balances.
By artificially limiting life expectancy and the total fertility rate
governments do not only stabilize the global population but also
reduce the ecological footprint of every individual and of humanity as
a whole, as well as ease the crushing dependency burdens expected in
the fourth and especially fifth stages of the engineered demographic
transition.
While the rationale is flawless the reality is disastrous because the
desirable socio-economic advantages gained by these interventions
during stage two and three of the demographic transition are shortlived and are followed by an avalanche of undesirable consequences
in stages four and five: rapidly ageing populations, inverted population
pyramids, shrinking workforce and revenues, declining productivity,
crushing healthcare costs and dependency burdens, collapsing health,
degraded DNA, enfeebled minds and bodies, mass dysfunction,
counterfeit societies, genocidal governments, non-existent rights
and liberties, dystopian institutions, a phony media, and a global
police state.
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For instance, by targeting the Hsp70-2 gene, which plays a crucial
role in meiosis, a dramatic increase in spermatocyte apoptosis is
achieved, which results in male infertility but does not disrupt
female fertility.
Germ cell apoptosis can also be triggered through non-hormonal
regulatory stimuli, such as testicular toxins (of which Bisphenol
A is the primary example along with hundreds of other endocrine
disruptors used by the depopulation lobby in the adulteration of the
food system), heat stress and chemotherapeutic agents. These extrinsic
pathways for initiating apoptosis are being increasingly recognized
in the pathogenesis of many non-communicable diseases including
cancer, acquired immune deficiency syndrome, neurodegenerative
disorders, atherosclerosis and cardiomyopathy.
The mechanism of apoptosis was not understood or described
until 1972 and this knowledge was immediately put to use by the
military-industrial complex, which is why the Swine Flu outbreak
was triggered in 1976 to mass sterilize the American people and the
HIV/AIDS epidemic was unleashed on the African people starting
in 1978.
By inhibiting apoptosis through vaccines (intrinsic pathways) and
endocrine disruptors (extrinsic pathways), the depopulation lobby has
succeeded not only in causing sterility through gene disruption but
also in increasing morbidity through cancers, autoimmune diseases,
inflammatory diseases and viral infections, thus creating a selfreinforcing cycle for more vaccines and other medical interventions
so the medical system could be used in perpetuity for population
control purposes.
Methods for Fourth Law
Now that we know the methods of population control used by those in
the highest echelons of power over the centuries and until today, and
how medicine and public health fit in this picture, what do we do to
ensure that at least henceforth we pursue population control, which is
an inescapable prerogative, in a fair, intelligent, open, and beneficial
way for all individuals and for human civilization as a whole?
How do we complete the objectives of the third law of civilization
building, namely reach sustainability, which we must, and then
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pursue the objectives of the fourth law of civilization building,
namely maintain sustainability while raising the standard of living
of every human being on the planet, without committing genocide
and crimes against humanity?
Because, make no mistake, the current methods of population
control, just as those used in the past, violate at least four of the five
subsections of article 2 of the Genocide Convention, which defines
genocide as acts committed with intent to destroy in whole or in
part a national, ethnic, racial or religious group by:
(a) Killing members of the group;
(b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group;
(c) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated
to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part;
(d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group;
(e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group.
The first step has been taken, namely find a common denominator that
we can all rally around and that demonizes and victimizes no one. That
common denominator is the preservation of the environment, of our
planet, our home. The first front used to hide the population control
program, that of God, demonized man. The second front, nuclear
deterrence, demonized the East by the West and vice versa pitting
the world between two ideologies, communism and capitalism. The
second step has also been taken, namely set new moral parameters
for a reorientation of our civilization towards a new ethos.
The newest encyclical letter, Laudato Si (Praise be to you), subtitled
“On Care for our Common Home”, takes the attention away from
conception and focuses it on the environment, thus away from
people to focus it on nature, therefore setting the moral parameters
for a new matrix for our civilization, called integral ecology, which
redefines the relationship between human beings and the natural
world by recognizing that humans are integral to nature rather than
nature being subject to human domination.
This new ethos of integral ecology calls for profound changes in
lifestyles, models of production and consumption and the established
structures of power that govern societies, thus for an ecological
conversion so we can pursue sustainable and integral development
and escape the existential crises that we now face: extreme economic
disparity, competition for vital natural resources including land
and water, a climate on the verge of collapse, a severely degraded
natural world, failing nation states and a dehumanizing social and
economic environment.
The third and fourth steps, however, have yet to be taken, namely
create the institutional infrastructure necessary to govern the world
towards sustainability according to the principle of integral ecology
and enshrine this new ethos in our legal code to shape this new
morality into concrete laws that govern our lives.
I have stated at the beginning of this speech that the fourth law
of civilization building will lead to a New Axial Age, a Planetary
Wellbeing Authority and a new socio-political model that I have
tentatively called naturocracy.
In the ethos of integral ecology we see the beginning of a New Axial
Age, a transformative age when old certainties lose their validity
and new ones emerge.
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But these new certainties need a new governing structure, a Planetary
Wellbeing Authority mandated to stabilize the global population
at a sustainable level, to share the world’s resources equitably
among all 7.3 billion people, and to decarbonize the economy. The
current governing structures are incapable of accomplishing these
existential goals, these planetary security prerogatives without which
sustainability and integral ecology are not possible.
And these new certainties need a new social, economic and political
model that is clearly defined and that considers not just the needs of
all human beings alive today but also the needs of all human beings
that come after us and of all life on earth thus of all other species
that cannot participate in our political process to express their needs.
This new socio-political model, that I have baptized “naturocracy”
and defined in my book “The Future of Global Governance”, must
have at its root a new trinity of goals: namely peace among men,
harmony between man and nature, and continuity between this and
future generations. Its scale and scope as well as its timeframe are
far greater than the current social, economic and political models.
This is the grand horizon that has opened for mankind because
I have put an end to civilization building via covert methods of
depopulation and coerced methods of globalization. And it is with
this grand horizon in mind that the medical profession must act.
What does that mean in concrete terms?
1.

First, that medicine and public health must be depoliticized so
they no longer serve as the handmaidens of genocide. Doctors
can do this by stating openly and in no uncertain terms, both
as individuals and as a collective, that they will no longer be
used to subvert fertility and longevity so that governments can
accomplish hidden demographic and economic objectives. That
will prevent those in power from continuing to rely on doctors to
advance their demographic and geopolitical goals by perverting
medicine and public health and harming the people.

2.

Second, doctors must use their influence to push politicians
to do what they are paid to do, namely legislate population
control in the form of a population stabilization law with three
components: replacement level fertility (that is to say two
children per woman), assisted suicide, and optimal population
levels. That will enable us to stabilize the population safely and
humanely, breeze through the last stage of the demographic
transition, and reach sustainability.

3.

Third, purge the ranks of doctors who pervert medicine to subvert
fertility and immunity and regain control of your organizations so
you can regain control of the profession before it is too late and
you irrevocably lose the people’s trust. That will for all intents
and purposes cut off the hands and feet of the depopulationists
who use doctors as their foot soldiers.

4.

Fourth, demand an end to depopulation by vaccination and refuse
to administer any and all vaccines until governments and the
UN system state publicly that all vaccines have been cleansed
and are no longer used to involuntarily sterilize the people and
to weaken the immune system. That will force the system to
quickly transit from covert to overt population control.
Fifth, rethink all procedures, treatments, protocols, drugs and
vaccines to uncover their hidden population control aspects and

5.
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to eliminate them from your practice. I have asked OMICS to
start a new medical journal called “Medicine and Civilization”
and to be its editor and I will publish every article that identifies
where and how medicine has been perverted for population
control purposes. This will restore the public’s trust in doctors,
medicine and hospitals trust that is now at an all-time low.
6.

Stop infringing on the parents’ right to make medical decisions
on behalf of their children, however misguided you believe
these decisions to be. Parents give life to their children and only
parents can be the last arbiters of what is right or not for their
children. And stop infringing on the patient’s rights to refuse
medical procedures, treatments and drugs. This will restore
parental rights over their children and the people’s rights over
their own lives and bodies.

The time has come to free medicine from the heavy yoke of politics
that has hung around the profession’s neck like a millstone since
1945 and has affected it for centuries. Doctors must preserve their
role in civilization building but they must no longer allow religious
and political authorities to insinuate themselves upon medicine with
teachings, doctrines, dogmas, rules and laws that are antithetical to
medicine’s foremost dictum, namely to do no harm.

As it is, medicine and public health have become not only handmaidens
of genocide but the primary delivery agents for weapons of mass
destruction and that is unacceptable.
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